quantum communication network 1 . To overcome the unavoidable decoherence in noisy channel, to date, many efforts have focused on faithfully transmitting one state by consuming large numbers of synchronized ancillary states. However, huge demands of quantum resources are hard to meet with current technology, thus restrict practical applications. Here we propose and demonstrate an economical method of reliably transmitting quantum information. An arbitrary unknown quantum state is converted into time bins deterministically in terms of its own polarization using a modified Franson interferometer 2 . Any arisen noise in channel will induce an associated error to the reference frame of the time bins, which can be utilized to reject errors and recover the initial state. By virtue of state-independent 2 feature, our method can be applied to entanglement distribution. After passing through 0.8 km randomly twisted optical fiber, the entanglement still survives and is verified. Our approach significantly simplifies the implementation of quantum EFT
and enables a general quantum state even entanglement to be protected by feedback, thus can be used as a basic building block in practical long-distance quantum communication network.
Quantum error correction was first proposed to protect a fragile quantum state by encoding the state into a multi-particle entangled state 3, 4, 5, 6 . The errors in the evolution of a quantum system can be detected and corrected. So far, significant experimental progresses have been achieved in the nuclear magnetic resonance 7, 8, 9 , ion-trap 10 and linear optics 11 . Another original approach is quantum purification 12, 13, 14 , which can extract a certain number of almost perfectly pure states out of a large number of less-pure states using local operation and classical communication. Besides, some efforts have been made to transmit a quantum state against a specified error involving less number of ancillary particles, such as schemes employing decoherence-free subspace for collective noise 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 , quantum error rejection for bit-flip error (BFE) 20, 21 and quantum error filtration for phase-shift error (PSE) 22, 23 . However, it remains an experimental challenge to implement quantum EFT in long distance. The main practical obstacle is that required large number of single-photon or entangled sources need to be deterministic or synchronized. This is far beyond what are experimentally possible at present. In this letter, we propose and demonstrate an economical EFT scheme with the assistance of reference frame correction. 3 Without loss of generality, let us consider the scenario that Alice wants to send an 
In our special EFT system, PSE behaves as the time drift between two bins. A weak coherent laser with well-defined polarization
is employed to probe the time drift by coupling in and out of EFT system. The probe process is independent of transmitting states. Therefore, it can run continuously to give an offset to a feed-back controller, which is used to lock the time drift at 0. If the PSE happens as equation (2c), our reference frame correction can be utilized to correct it by adjusting the locked phase to
Finally, Bob can ensure that every retrieved quantum state is exactly same with the state originally sent by Alice.
In the experiment, type-II spontaneous parametric down conversion (SPDC) 25 is employed to generate a heralded single photon as SP [See Method]. As is shown in Fig.1a T on the H mode of the state by guiding photon into the interferometer from the other input port, see Fig.1a . To see time profile of output states, we scan the detected signal of trigger photon (TP) with a range of 16 ns to see 2-fold coincidence rates. We choose to observe two representative cases of 0% and 100% BFE rates by setting HWP in NS at 0  and 45  respectively. We obtain three expected peaks respectively 6 corresponding to the interval of t  , t T   and 2 t T   . As shown in Fig.1c , experimental data illustrates that BFE can be effectively rejected by comparing the interval of TP and SP's registration on silicon avalanche photodiodes. The window of coincidence logic is set at 2ns, which is sufficient to filter the two side peaks, only the events without BFE are preserved.
To protect the coherence between two terms in equation (2a) To verify the success of EFT, without loss of generality, we select linear polarization 7 state H , as initial states to be transmitted. BFE rates are quantitatively introduced by changing the axis of HWP in BFE simulator. Specifically, we vary the angle  to achieve various error rates from 0 to 1 with an increment of 0.1 in the quantum channel. We investigate the change of error rates and coincidence rates under these conditions with 10m and 0.8km fiber. As shown in Fig. 2 , the errors in noisy channel increase with the angle of  but the final errors of output states after EFT are all confined within 10%, except the case of 100% BFE.
In fact, the error rates mainly come from the imperfection of state preparation and signal-to-noise ratio. In the case of inserting 0.8km fiber, the performance of EFT is very similar to the case of short fiber, representing significant robustness of our protocol. The coincidence highly depends on the channel noise. It decreases to a minimum while the error rate increases closed to 100%. By applying random BFE on the channel, the coincidences and the error rates can much less depends on the channel errors 16, 18 .
The performance of the system against PSE is further tested. For the case of transmitting  , we apply the feed-back control to one arm of UMZI 2 to correct the reference frame conditioning on the result of the time drift of two effective time bins. To achieve this, we feed a probe laser (633nm wavelength) with a well defined polarization into and out of EFT system by two dichromatic mirrors (DM, T808R633). Fig.3a shows that typical errors occurred in a twisted SMF without EFT and the errors only without active feed-back control are unacceptable for general quantum information processing. But 8 with our EFT system, the errors are suppressed effectively to very low level. The stability and precision highly relate to the speed of feedback control.
To verify further the state-independent feature of our EFT system, and thus show the capability of distributing entanglement, we feed one of entangled photons into EFT system and a polarization analyzer in Bob side, the other one of entangled photons into a polarization analyzer in Alice side directly. The entanglement is verified by the way of measuring the violation of Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt (CHSH) inequality 27 . The polarization correlation function is defined as follows,
Where N  , N  , N  and N  are the coincident counts between Alice and Bob with the actual settings of ( , )
respectively. In the CHSH inequality, parameter S is defined as,
In the local realistic view, no matter what angles A  and B  are set to, parameter S should be 2 S  . But in the view of quantum mechanics, S will get to the maximal value 2 2 2.828  when the polarization angles are set to ( , , , ) (0 , 45 , 22.5 ,67.5 )
The measurement result of S is 2.70 0.05 S   , which violates CHSH Inequality by 14 standard deviations. This clearly confirms the quantum nature of the recovered entanglement. At 0.8km twisted SMF, we do the CHSH inequality measurement repeatedly 9 with and without EFT system. The Fig. 3b shows that the Bell's inequality can be violated with the EFT but can not be without EFT system.
It should be noticed that the presented approach deserves further discussion. There are some adoptable improvements. For example, firstly, we can substitute polarization-maintaining fiber for normal SMF as transmitting channel. Time bins with well-defined polarization will be free of BFE completely, thus the transmission efficiency will increase substantially. One modification to EFT system is setting the value
kc T T k n n l to 0, where l is the length of polarization-maintaining fiber, ( ) H V 10 even compared with the scheme involving only one ancillary particle. Second, thanks to the linear feature of quantum mechanics, our method can be generalized to transmit arbitrary multi-qubit states, e.g. GHZ states 28 , Cluster states 29 , W states 30 and so forth.
Third, the threshold of tolerable error rate over the quantum noisy channel can be greatly improved because of rejecting BFE deterministically. The threshold is determined by signal-to-noise ratio, our scheme is always effective until dark counts are comparable to the signal counts. Finally, our EFT process is scalable with multistage in one channel and can combine with entanglement swapping 31, 32 for quantum repeater 33 . These virtues make our EFT system promising for the practical task in implementation of long-distance quantum communication network. 
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